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Friedel-Crafts Substitution, Degradation of Amino Ligands
Reaction of NPClNH-n-Bu(NSOCl)2 with benzene in the presence of AICI3 (molar ratio
ring compound: A l C l 3 = l : 2 ) yields NPClNH-w-Bu(NSOPh) 2 in three isomeric forms.
Using an excess of AICI3, two isomers with formula NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 are formed. These
NH 2 derivatives can also be isolated from the reaction mixture of NPClPyr(NSOPh) 2
(Pyr = pyrrolidino), benzene and an excess of AICI3.
Introduction
In a previous paper [2] we described that
Friedel-Crafts phenylation of the ringsystems
(NPCl 2 ) 3 -n(NSOCl) w (n = 1, 2) leads to a reaction at
the sulphur atoms. Efforts to substitute a phosphorus-bonded chlorine atom failed however, even
in the presence of an excess of A1C13. It has been
demonstrated in phosphazene chemistry [3-6] that
a PClAm group (Am = amino) is more reactive
towards Friedel-Crafts substitution than a PC12
group. In view of these results an amino derivative
of eis-NPC12(NS0C1)2 viz. NPCl(NH-ra-Bu)(NSOCl) 2
was allowed to react in a benzene-AlCl3 suspension.
Although the introduction of a phenyl group at
phosphorus could be achieved a second reaction
took place in which the butylamino group was decomposed into a NH 2 group. A similar FriedelCrafts experiment with NPClPyr(NSOCl) 2 (Pyr =
pyrrolidino) showed analogous results.
Discussion
Using a molar ratio ring compound: AICI3 = 1:2,
the Friedel-Crafts phenylation of
NPC1(NH-TI-BU)(NS0C1)2 yields an oily product
from which only a minor part can be obtained in
a crystalline state. The mass spectra of both the oily
and crystalline fraction are identical; the parent
peak at mje — 430 corresponds to the chemical
composition N 3 PS 2 0 2 Cl(NHBu)Ph 2 . The sip NMR
spectrum shows resonance signals at 22.3, 21.3 and
16.3 ppm, which are also found for the reaction
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mixture of eis- and fraws-NPCl 2 (NSOPh) 2 and
n-BuNH 2 (molar ratio 1:2). This means that the
three 31 P resonances can be ascribed to the three isomers of the compound NPCl(NH-w-Bu)(NSOPh) 2 .
The structures of the three isomers are given in
Fig. 1 (the horizontal line represents the mean ring
plane; nitrogen atoms are omitted). Since a similar
reaction of frraws-NPCl2(NSOPh)2 with n-BuNH 2
gives the amino derivative with <331P = 16.3 ppm,
the signals at 22.3 and 21.3 belong to the cisisomers.
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Fig. 1. Possible isomers of NPCl(NH-n-Bu)(NSOPh) 2 .
The data mentioned clearly demonstrate that, in
spite of the activation of the phosphorus-bonded
chlorine atom by an electron-donating group, the
Friedel-Crafts phenylation preferentially takes place
at the sulphur centres. It is evident that in this
reaction the coordination of AICI3 to oxygen plays
an important role, as this process introduces a
positive charge on the sulphur atom thus favouring
the phenylation. It is probable that in the phenyl
derivative the A l - 0 bond also is maintained (c/. the
complexes Cl 3 PO • A1C13 and Ph 3 PO • A1C13 [7]).
From this reasoning reactions were carried out
using more than two equivalents (based on A l - 0
bonding) of AICI3. A typical experiment (molar ratio
ring: AICI3 = 1:4.5, reaction time of 170 h) after the
conventional hydrolysis yielded a white crystalline
product which is insoluble in water or benzene. B y
recrystallization from ether and acetonitrile two
crystalline compounds were isolated with melting
points 147-148 °C and 263-265 °C, respectively.
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Identification by mass spectroscopy showed both
compounds to have a molecular weight of 416. In
addition the degradation pattern gives a strong
evidence for the presence of three phenyl groups.
Absorption in the I R spectra in the region 3400 to
3200 c m - 1 point at the presence of a N H or NH 2
group. Both the mass spectroscopic data and the
I R data can be interpreted as due to a compound
with formula NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 which agrees
with the elemental analysis.
Apart from the benzene-insoluble fraction a
brown-coloured oily product is obtained which does
dissolve in benzene. In the mass spectrum of this
product parent peaks can be recognized at m/e = 416,
and 472 which correspond to NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2
and NP(NH-n-Bu)Ph(NSOPh) 2 , respectively. The
low concentration and the complexity of the oily
mixture prevented the isolation of the latter
compound.
It is very likely that the formation of
NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2
has
been
initiated
by
the coordination of an AICI3 molecule to the
N atom of the butylamino group. The occurence of
NP(NH-w-Bu)Ph(NSOPh) 2 suggests that this coordination reaction takes place after a FriedelCrafts phenylation at the phosphorus atom. Analogously to the reaction of AICI3 complexes of cyclobutadienes [8] we suppose that the complex formation is followed by an intramolecular nucleophilic
attack of a chlorine at the a-carbon atom of the
butyl group. Cleavage of the N - C bond affords
C4H9CI and NP(NHA1C1 2 )Ph(NSOPh) 2 . Upon hydrolysis in acid medium the latter compound (or its AICI3
complex) is transformed into NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 .
The cleavage of the N - C bond corresponds with the
formation of diphenylmethane and triphenylmethane in the Friedel-Crafts phenylation of cisnon-gem-N 3 P 3 Cl 2 (NMe 2 ) 4 [5].
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Fig. 2. Proposed reaction scheme for the formation of
NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 .
T o achieve more evidence for this reaction
mechanism the compound
NPClPyr(NSOPh) 2
(Pyr =pyrrolidino) was subjected to a Friedel-

Crafts reaction (170 h; molar ratio ring: AICI3 =
1:4. 5). Again the benzene-insoluble fraction mainly
consisted of NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 , but in a lower
yield than in the former reaction. The benzene-soluble
fraction appeared to be a rather complicated mixture in which the compounds NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2
(m/e = 416), NPPyrPh(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 470),
NP(NHC 4 H 8 Cl)Ph(NSOPh) 2
(m/e = 506)
and
NP(NHC 4 H 8 Ph)Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 548) were recognizable by mass spectroscopy. The presence of
these compounds can be explained according to the
mechanism proposed above. The N - C bonds of the
pyrrolidino group are broken in a stepwise process
(formation of NP(NHC 4 H 8 Cl)Ph(NSOPh) 2 and
NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 ), whereas
NP(NHC 4 H 8 Ph)(NSOPh) 2 is formed by phenylation
of its chloro-precursor. The relatively high yield of
NPPyrPh(NSOPh) 2 points at a reasonable stability
of this compound under Friedel-Crafts conditions.
The preparation of (NPPyrPh) 2 NSOX ( X = Pyr or
Ph) from (NPClPyr) 2 NSOX by Friedel-Crafts
phenylation fully agrees with this view [9].
Experimental
All experiments were carried out under dry
nitrogen. w-Butylamine and pyrrolidine were purified by distillation over K O H pellets. Solvents were
purified and dried by conventional methods. AICI3
(anhydrous, granular) was used without further
purification. The compoundsNPC1 2 (NS0X) 2 (X=C1.
Ph) [10, 2] and NPCl(NH-w-Bu) (NS0C1)2 [11] were
prepared according to literature methods.
Elemental analyses were carried out in the Microanalytical Department of this University under
supervision of Mr. A. F. Hamminga. I R spectra
were recorded on a Hitachi E P I - G spectrophotometer using Nujol mulls. Spectra were calibrated by
means of polystyrene film bands. 31 P NMR spectra
were taken by Mr. R. H. Fokkens (NMR Department; University of Amsterdam) on a Varian
XL-100 F T spectrometer, operating at 40.5 MHz.
Chemical shifts were determined relative to the
external standard 8 5 % HsP0 4 . The chemical shifts
d are given as positive in low-field direction. The
deuterium resonance of the solvent (CDC13) was
used for field-frequency lock. Mass spectra were
recorded on an A E I MS 9 mass spectrometer,
operating at 70 eV, using an accelerating voltage of
8 kV. The samples were introduced directly by a
conventional inlet system at 100 °C (Mr. A. Kiewiet,
Department of Organic Chemistry, this University).
1. Preparation of

NPPyrCl(NSOPh)2

A solution of 6.6 mmoles of pyrrolidine in 30 ml
of acetonitrile was added dropwise to a stirred
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solution of 3.3 mmoles of *raws-NPCl 2 (NSOPh) 2
(m.p. 124.5-126 °C; <531P = 22.1 ppm) in 30 ml of
acetonitrile at — 1 5 °C*. The reaction mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 20 h, the solvent
was driven off in vacuo and the residue extracted
twice with 50 ml of diethyl-ether. The combined
ether extracts were evaporated to 20 ml. After
cooling at — 3 0 °C white crystals appeared.
Yield 2.2 mmoles = 6 7 % of NPClPyr(NSOPh) 2
(M.W. 428.90), m.p. 110-111 °C.
Analysis
Calcd C44.81 H4.23 N13.06 S 14.95 C18.27,
Found C44.96 H4.33 N 13.16 S 14.82 C18.30,
C44.94 H4.29 N 13.27 S 14.75 C18.34.
Mass spectrum m/e 428 (M+) 9 % ; 70 (Pyr+) 100%.
3ip NMR 17.1 ppm.
2. Friedel-Crafts

reactions

a) Preparation of NPCl(NH-w-Bu) (NSOPh) 2
(mixture of isomers)
A mixture of 2.3 mmoles of
NPCl(NH-w-Bu)(NSOCl) 2 and 4.6 mmoles of A1C13
in 25 ml of benzene was heated under reflux and
continuous stirring during 48 h. After cooling to
room temperature the reaction products were poured
into a mixture of conc. hydrochloric acid and
crushed ice (ratio by volume 1:7) and the water and
benzene layer separated. The water layer was
extracted twice with 25 ml of benzene. The combined benzene layers were washed with water, dried
over CaCl2 and evaporated to dryness under reduced
pressure. The oily residue appeared to be a mixture
of
isomers
NPCl(NH-w-Bu) (NSOPh) 2
(yield
2.0 mmoles = 87%). By dissolving the residue in
ether only a small part (0.3 mmoles) can be obtained
in a crystalline state (melting traject 95-100 °C,
M. W . 430.92).
Analysis
Calcd C44.60 H4.67 N 13.00 S 14.88 C18.23,
Found C44.59 H4.71 N 13.06 S 14.93 C18.25,
C44.78 H4.61 N13.18 S15.00 C18.28.
Mass spectrum mje 430' (M+) 2 0 % , 77 (Ph+) 100%.
sip NMR 22.3, 21.3 and 16.3 ppm (ratio 3 : 9 : 1 ) .
b) Preparation of NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2
A mixture of 7.0 mmoles of
NPCl(NH-w-Bu)(NSOCl) 2 and 31.5 mmoles of A1C13
in 70 ml of benzene was heated under reflux and
continuous stirring for 170 h. After cooling to room
temperature the reaction products were poured into
a mixture of conc. hydrochloric acid and crushed ice
* The preparation of NPClPyr(NSOPh) 2 requires the
molar ratio of the ring compound and amine to be
accurately 1:2, since otherwise the bis(pyrrolidino)
derivative NPPyr 2 (NSOPh) 2 (m.p. 164-165 °C;
<531P = 6.5 ppm) is formed.

(ratio by volume 1:7). The insoluble material was
filtered off (Fraction A). The water and benzene
layers were treated as described under 2a, which
resulted in an oily fraction (Fraction B). Ratio by
weight A : B = 3.5:2.
Fraction A was extracted twice with 50 ml of
diethyl-ether. B y evaporating the ether extracts
white crystals of NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 (0.5 mmoles =
7 % ) appeared. Repeated crystallization from ether
afforded 0.3 mmoles ( = 4 % ) of a pure sample with
m.p. 147-148 °C; M. W . 416.46.
Analysis
Calcd
Found

C 51.91
C 52.07
C 52.09

H4.ll
H 4.22
H 4.14

N 13.45,
N 13.42,
N 13.29.

I R (cm- 1 ) 3370 m, 3270 m.
Mass spectrum m/e 416 (M+) 3 0 % , 77 (Ph+) 100%.
31 P N M R 19.0 ppm.
The ether-insoluble residue was recrystallized
from acetonitrile and gave 1.0 mmoles ( = 1 4 % ) of
another isomeric form of NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 with
m . p . 263-265 °C; M. W . 416.46.
Analysis
Calcd
Found

C 51.91
C 51.83
C 51.59

H4.ll
H4.12
H 4.21

N 13.45,
N 13.38,
N 13.37.

I R (cm - 1 ) 3390 m, 3310 m.
Mass spectrum m/e 416 (M+) 100%.
31 P N M R 26.4 ppm.
Fraction B appeared to be a mixture of several
compounds (mass spectroscopic evidence) in which
the compound NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 416),
NPCl(NH-w-Bu) (NSOPh) 2
(m/e = 430)
and
NP(NH-n-Bu)Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 472) (ratio
3 : 3 0 : 1 ) could be recognized. The low concentration
of the triphenyl derivatives prevented the isolation
of one of these compounds in a pure state.
c) Phenylation of NPClPyr(NSOPh) 2
Working in an analogous way as under b two
fractions were obtained: A insoluble in benzene and
B soluble in benzene; ratio by weight 1:50. From
fraction A both isomers of NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 could
be isolated. Total yield 2.3mmoles = 2 % . Fraction B
was investigated by mass spectroscopic methods.
The mixture contained among others the derivatives
NPNH 2 Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 416),
NPPyrPh(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 470),
NP(NHC 4 H 8 Cl)Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 506) and
NP(NHC 4 H 8 Ph)Ph(NSOPh) 2 (m/e = 548)
in a ratio 1 4 : 8 : 2 : 1 .
3. Reaction of NPCl2(NSOPh)2

with n-BuNH2

A solution of 4 mmoles of w-BuNH 2 in 30 ml of
diethyl-ether was added dropwise to a stirred solu-
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tion of 2 mmoles of NPCl 2 (NSOPh) 2 in 40 ml of
diethyl-ether, cooled at — 7 0 °C. The mixture was
allowed to warm slowly to room temperature and
was stirred for a period of 17 h at that temperature.
The amine HCl salt was filtered off and the remaining
solution was evaporated until dry. A 31 P N M R
spectrum of the residue gave the following resonance
signals:
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